1: GLAZING MATERIAL

ACRYLIC  [ ] [ ]
POLYCARBONATE  [ ] [ ]

2: GLAZING COLOR

CLEAR  [ ] [ ]
BRONZE  [ ] [ ]
WHITE  [ ] [ ]
OTHER __________

3: FRAME FINISH

MILL  [ ]
BRONZE ANODIZED  [ ] [ ]
CLEAR ANODIZED  [ ] [ ]
CUSTOM COLOR ________

RIDGE MOUNT

RO=DIM#1: FROM CURB WALL TO RIDGE
DIM#2: FROM RIDGE TO CURB WALL
DIM#3: OVERALL LENGTH/RUN OF UNIT

# BAYS = PITCH =

*RIDGE MOUNT MAY REQUIRE PARTIAL FIELD ASSEMBLY.
*4" SELF FLASHING FRAME
*NOTE DIMENSIONS ABOVE AND/OR ON DRAWING.
*NOTE # OF BAYS ABOVE.
*ROOF PITCH REQUIRED.
*ALL SKYLIGHT FASTENERS STAINLESS STEEL.
*ALL FRAMING, FLASHING & FASTENERS ARE SUPPLIED BY OTHERS.

RIDGE MOUNT THERMALLY BROKEN SELF FLASHING
(MODEL RMTSF)
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